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WHO WAS AVIATRIX AMELIA EARHART?

• Enjoyed flying and performing difficult first flights

• Husband was a expert publicist

• Flight was to be her last record flight

• Please know I am quite aware of the hazards. I want to do it 

because I want to do it. Women must try to do things as men 

have tried. When they fail, their failure must be but a 

challenge to others.”-Amelia Earhart

• “When I go I’d like the best to go in my plane”

• May 20-21, 1932 - First woman to fly solo across the Atlantic; 

14 hrs. 56 min (it was also the 5th anniversary of Lindberg's 

Atlantic flight; awarded National Geographic Society's gold 

medal from President  Herbert Hoover;  Congress awarded 

her the Distinguished Flying Cross

• August 24-25, 1932 - First woman to fly solo nonstop coast to 

coast; set women's nonstop transcontinental  speed record, 

flying 2,447.8 miles in 19hrs 5min

• January 11, 1935 - First person to solo the 2,408-mile 

distance across the Pacific between Honolulu and Oakland, 

California; also first flight where a civilian aircraft carried a 

two-way radio

• June 1, 1937 - Began flight around the world June 1937; 

first person to fly from the Red Sea to India
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What was her goal?
Be the First to Fly Round-

the-world near the Equator
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LAST SEGMENT OF FLIGHT
• Flight was to be her last record flight

• “The Get-Home-itis Syndrome” had to be home to 

participate in the 4th July parade in Oakland

• Owe $50K ($850K 2018 value) from first attempt 

of flight and crash

• Earhart had sold 5,000 stamp covers for $25,000 

($425K), which were in the nose of the Electra 

• Her stamina was questioned by Paul Mantz from 

experience on shorter (16 hour) Oakland to Honolulu 

flight (Ref 5)

• Lae to Howland:

• Distance 2221 nautical miles (2,556 statute miles), 

estimated flight 21:00 hrs.

• Loaded with 1092 gallons of gas

• Maximum estimated flight endurance - 22.5 hrs.

• Last message received from Earhart at 20:43 hours flight 

time
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THE SEARCH FOR AMELIA BEGINS

• No direct communication with USS Ontario at midpoint 

in the flight, or Howland/ USCGC Itasca

• Earhart never indicted she received any radio calls 

• Why didn't she turn back?

With 

Husband

George 

Putman

She is Lost!
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The New York Times, July 3, 1937



SHE IS STILL OUT THERE

Depth to 20,000 feet

Titanic was found after 73 years

At 13,000 feet

Can NR16020 be found?
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Amelia Earhart and Fred Noonan



HOWLAND ISLAND - US NAVY SEARCH

• During Navy search no 

surface debris was found.

• No grid search was 

performed

• During the 1927 Dole race 

a plane was lost and never 

found, no surface debris 

was spotted.

• Cost of Navy search was 

$250K ($4.25M) per day

• Search lasted July 2 to 16 

($60M)
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HOWLAND ISLAND - JORDAN

• They have spent $10 

million dollars

• Last search covered 725 

square nautical miles

• Searched total of 2,000 

sq. nautical miles at one 

meter resolution in their 

high probability area

• Would like to search 

6,000 total sq. miles

• Included Elgen Long in 

last search as consultant 

(Ref 4)

Remus 6000 Autonomous Underwater Vehicle
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MARSHALL ISLANDS - CAMPBELL

• Parachute was removed in Darwin and no 
documentation has been found that lists a 
rubber lifeboat was aboard. It may have 
been removed due to weight constraints 
(Ref 2)

• Witness claims to have seen ditching.  
Described that a CO2 bottle was used to 
inflate a lifeboat (Ref 3) and Earhart had 
a hand pump to keep it full

• Can the flight reach the Marshall Islands?

• Campbell claims that 4-6 hours of fuel 
remained after AE claimed that she was 
low on fuel

• In spite of many claimed eyewitnesses its 
not probable that they made it to Jaluit in 
Marshall Islands flying from the vicinity of 
Howland island

(Ref 4)
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MARSHALL ISLANDS - CAMPBELL

• Landed on Jaliut in the 
Marshalls - photograph found 
in US archives showing Amelia 
and Fred

• But military expert Matthew 
B. Holly told AFP the photo 
appeared to have been 
taken about a decade earlier 
Ref 8

• “From the Marshallese visual 
background, lack of Japanese 
flags flying on any vessels but 
one, and the age configuration of 
the steam-driven steel vessels, the 
photo is closer to the late 1920s 
or early 1930s, not anywhere 
near 1937,” he told AFP

This photo was reportedly published in 1935 "Naval life line; the view of our South 

Pacific: Photo album of Southern Pacific Islands." by Futabaya Gofuku Ten

Ref 7

Ref 9
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NIKUMARORO ISLAND - GILLESPIE
• Our calculations indicate not 

enough fuel a scenario close to 

Howland but possibly for a 

alternate flight scenario

• Searches of Gardner (previously 

called Nikumaroro) island for 

artifacts have been held for over 

10 years

• Artifacts found not linked to 

Earhart but are era type (Ref 1)
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NIKUMARORO ISLAND - GILLESPIE

• Piece of aluminum found on 

Nikumaroro. 

• The team further analyzed the 

old photo and turned to a 

restored Electra to see how 

such a piece of metal would 

have been attached. After 

closer examination, they 

realized that the sheet 

perfectly matched in size, 

shape, and patterns of rivet 

holes. Even tears along the 

edges of the sheet aligned 

with where rivets would’ve 

been. “It’s like a fingerprint,” 

Gillespie said. Ref 12

• It is thought this photo taken by 

a military surveyor in 1937 

could show a piece of the 

landing gear from Earhart's 

plane. Ref 13
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Ref 13
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HOWLAND ISLAND - ANDERSON/OSVALDS

Ref 7

Howland Island
Departure Flight 

Plan Course 
Dist. 2250 NM

Nikumaroro 

Island

Baker

Island

Sun line 

157/337 

19:12 

GMT 

radio call 

Proposed

Scenario  

Position

Early Turning Point

Updated Course on Navigator’s chart

19:12 GMT radio call 

Dead  Reckoning  Position

Turning Point

Navigator's 

assumed 

location of 

Howland 

Island

20:13 GMT 

Last radio call 

from NR16020

Local 

Search 

to EOF

20:13 GMT Last radio call from NR16020



A VERY LARGE SEARCH AREA  

100,080 NM2

Is one of many possible areas

High Probability Cells, in 

Orange 18,000 NM2
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FUEL PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS

• Fuel loaded at Lae was 1092 gallons, distance 

2556 miles (2250 nautical miles)

• Estimated flight time 21:30

• Must use the Cambridge Air-fuel analyzer to 

monitor fuel burn rate

• GMT time is equal to flight  time, left Lae at 

00:00 GMT.

• At 19:12 GMT message received indicating she 

arrives early. Total estimated fuel flight time is 

22:29. But she flew faster (160 vs 150 knots, 

NOTE 1) thus fuel available for flight time was 

re-calculated to be 20:34 (Ref 5 pg. 232-233)  

• At 19:12 GMT) “low on gas, only 1/2 hour left”

• (20:13 GMT) s5 last message from Earhart

• RAN OUT OF FUEL

Calculations by Kelly Johnson in 1937 (Ref 5)

Flight Fuel Burn Rate From To Period Minutes Calculated

Time Used GPH Hours GPH From

Gallons for Period Begnnning

1:00 100 100 0:00 1:00 1:00 60 100.00

3:05 235 65 1:00 3:05 2:05 185 76.22

6:05 415 60 3:05 6:05 3:00 365 68.22

9:05 568 51 6:05 9:05 3:00 545 62.53

12:05 697 43 9:05 12:05 3:00 725 57.68

22:29 1092 38 12:05 22:29 10:24 1349 48.57
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NOTE 1: A nautical  mile per hour is commonly referred to as a knot



BURDEN OF PROOF

The party that is claiming location of the Earhart airplane must provide proof

• Some credible evidence

• Minimum material to support credible evidence use to weigh conflicting evidence

• Substantial evidence

• Accept as adequate support a conclusion

• Preponderance of the evidence

• More likely to be true i.e. greater than 50% chance it’s true

• Beyond reasonable doubt

• Agreed by everyone that evidence is true
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THEORIES BURDEN OF PROOF  
Theories Mike Campbel l David Jourdan TIGHAR Anderson, Osvalds

Some Evidence

Minimum materia l  to support 

credible evidence use to weigh 

confl icting evidence

NO - enough fuel  to arrive in 

Marshal l  i s lands

enough fuel  to arrive at 

Nikumaroro via  path next to 

Howland

NO - loca l  saw Amel ia  and Fred 

land plane and inflate rubber 

raft s ince raft was  not on plane

arti facts  found that are from 

a irplane or personal  effects  are 

era  cons is tent

NO - photograph shown of 

Amel ia  and Fred at Marshal l  

Is lands  was  taken before 1937

radio transmiss ions  from plane 

after landing may have come 

from broadcast by Amel ia

Reasonable Indications

Accept as  adequate support a  

conclus ion

radio s ignal  heard at S5 must be 

near Howland is land

radio s ignal  heard at S5 must be 

near Howland is land

Some Credible Evidence

Minimum materia l  to support 

credible evidence use to weigh 

confl icting evidence

Aluminum skin from a irplane 

seems to match rivet pattern of a  

Lockheed Electra

landing gear identi fied in photo 

of beach that looks  s imi lar to 

Lockheed Electra 's

Preponderance of Evidence

More l ikely to be true i .e. greater 

than 50% chance i t’s  true

enough fuel  to arrive near 

Howland

enough fuel  for an a l ternative 

fl ight path scenario

enough fuel  to arrive near 

Howland

Radio messages  received from 

Earhart were documented by the 

Coast Guard and Navy radio 

operators

Radio messages  received from 

Earhart were documented by the 

Coast Guard and Navy radio 

operators

Beyond Reasonable Doubt

Agreed by everyone that evidence 

is  true

Find a i rplane and veri fy with 

engine seria l  number

Find a i rplane and veri fy with 

engine seria l  number

Find a i rplane and veri fy with 

engine seria l  number

Find a i rplane and veri fy with 

engine seria l  number
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A VERY LARGE SEARCH AREA  

4.5 years = 100,800 NM2

High probability cells 18,000 NM2

Estimated cost 18*$2.5m=$45M

A LARGE SEARCH AREA  

64,794 NM2

NAUTICOS Jordan have 

searched 2,000 NM2

Total Cost is $10M, $5M per 1,000 NM2 
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QUESTIONS
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